
Linen Craft Box Tutorial

Description

If you are looking for a linen craft that will help you stay organized, this is it!
 An ordinary box is transformed into something beautiful once it is covered in
linen.

Once your box is covered in linen, you can fill it with all your craft supplies
and be proud of how tidy you are!
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This is a great craft to help you store loose items around your home.  Have
fun mix and matching colors while you recycle old boxes. 

Just grab an old box, some glue, and your linen to get started on your stylish
linen box!

Materials:

a box
linen
scissors
fabric glue or hot glue

I used an old box I found lying around house for this craft.  A shoebox works
well for this.  A tall narrow box would make a great magazine or paper
holder.  There are so many different shapes and sizes of boxes that you can
really use this to hold just about anything you like.

I chose 4C22 linen in Natural for the outside of my box and IL020 in Apricot
for the inside lining.  You can have fun choosing different colors of linen for
your box.  Make a few boxes in different sizes and colors to use around your
home.  It makes a good "junk" catcher or box to hold any loose objects
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around your home.

I started by lining the inside of the box with linen.  Just measure and cut your
linen to fit each side.  I cut two separate pieces for the longer sides and one
long strip to cover the shorter sides and bottom. 
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I left about a centimeter of linen to hang over the edge.  This makes
measuring a little easier and the final product look cleaner.

Then just glue it down.  Go easy with the glue!  Sometimes they don’t dry
clear and will seep through the linen, leaving ugly dark spots.

Now for the outside of the box.  I covered mine in Natural linen.

The outside is covered mine with two cut pieces of linen.  By this is mean, I
cut a strip to cover an edge, the bottom, and the other edge.  Then another
piece to cover the other two edges and the bottom again.  This will give you
cleaner edges and be little easier to measure as well.  

I measured both of these pieces to be wider and longer than the
measurements of my box.  You will see why I did this in later steps.  I’d scroll
down and read all the directions before making any cuts into the linen, just
so you can get a good idea of how I covered the box.
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There are tons of different ways to cover a box in linen.  I am just showing
one way that I found simple to do and follow.  If you make a mistake, thenjust
experiment with another method.  

Don’t worry about following everything exactly!  It doesn’t matter how you got
your box covered, as long as it eventually is beautifully covered in the end!I
cut the edges for the corner (as shown in the image above) for the first piece
of linen to help them lay flatter once glued.

This is what two sides of your box should look like at this point.  These ugly
edges and the exposed box will all be covered up with the remaining piece of
linen.
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Place the other piece of linen over the bottom and sides of your box that
need to be covered.

Don’t glue just yet though!  The next step shows how I like to form the edges
so everything looks neat.

I like to fold the edges in before glueing the linen in place.  I do this for both
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sides of the second piece of linen.

The image above shows one edge of my box and how the extra length of
natural linen is still remaining.

What I do with this is fold it once so that it reaches the top edge of the box.
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Then I fold it down again and glue it in place.  Do this for all the edges.
 Doesn’t it look great?

Now your box is all ready to be filled.  I put some spools of thread in mine.
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I love how the colorful lining of the box looks!

The folded edges really make the box look great, I think.
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If you make your lining carefully, no one will ever guess you made it yourself.
 They’ll think you bought it in a store!  That’s the best part of making
something yourself- surprising everyone with the amazing things you can
make at home.  Making crafts is rewarding is so many different ways, isn’t it?

I then realized my newly covered box could store all those scrap pieces of
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linen I usually just throw in a plastic bag.  
There is a lot of IL020 in there!  I love how vibrant the colors look.  You can
find these colors and more here>>IL020

I decided the box should inspire me to be a little more organized, so I rolled
up all my scraps and placed them nicely inside. 
My fun craft helped spark some organization!  If you need some vibrant
colors for the Spring, definitely check out the IL020 selections here>> 
COLORS

*Let me know how you liked this latest craft idea with linen!  Comments are 
always welcomed and make sure you stop by our Facebook page when you 
get a chance.  Thank you!

More linen colors can be easily found here>> LINEN.
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